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To obtain a Multimedia Developer position as a multimedia developer, specializing 
in computer-based graphic design, in a forward-thinking company, doing work that
is both challenging  rewarding

MARCH 1998 – NOVEMBER 2002
MULTIMEDIA DEVELOPER - ABC CORPORATION

 Designed, developed, updated &amp; maintained information in an electronic 
format, including website information. Worked includes making website 
information Section compliant.

 Designed, developed, edited &amp; produced videos for training courses in DVD
&amp; other electronic media formats.

 Designed, developed, &amp; produced online training courses to be published 
on web sites and on LMSs that conform to current industry e-learning standards,
including SCORM and AICC.

 Produced and edited informational, technical training videos.
 Assembled different text, audio, video, graphics &amp; animation.
 Implemented all stages of video production, camera operation, audio &amp; 

lighting, shooting for edit, editing &amp; post-production activities for video-
based and computer-based programs.

 Developed scripts for multimedia computer and video-based training programs.

2001 – 2004
MULTIMEDIA DEVELOPER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Lead the web design and development for the 2007 site redesign of amfam.com
and amfamlatino.com.

 Collaborated as a part of a cross-functional team including Marketing 
management and external agencies to ensure amfam.com meets specific 
business.

 Implemented Web analytics on amfam.com and paid search landing pages 
through Omniture Site Catalyst to actively measure consumer engagement and 
site.

 Self-employed full time for the past eight years, part-time in the years prior.
 Manufactured DVDs &amp; software for outdoor travel &amp; bird identification 

(betterbirdwatching.com) Sales, marketing, telemarketing, advertising, web 
site, .

 Provided consultative support and share expertise regarding online learning and
instructional design with peers and with business partners

 Mentored and coached business partners (and other team members) on 
methodologies and technology that can lead to improved organizational 
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effectiveness

EDUCATION

BS in English - 1991(State University of New York at Oneonta - Oneonta, NY)

SKILLS

Consultant, Multimedia Design And Development, Problem Solving Skills.
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